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ExEcutivE suMMary
the global china and the European union (Eu) must build on the growth of 
their relationship over the past decade by promoting greater two-way investment 
as well as cooperation in areas such as finance, technology and urbanisation, 
chinese Premier Li Keqiang said in a special message sent to the third Europe-
china Forum.

“since its establishment 10 years ago, the china-Eu comprehensive strategic 
Partnership has made great strides and cooperation in various fields and has 
yielded fruitful results,” Li said.

china’s recent decision to deepen reform would lead the country to open up 
further, and that trade facilitation – in particular for high-tech products – would 
contribute to the relationship, he underlined. “in the coming decade, china and 
the Eu will strengthen strategic mutual trust and embrace another decade of 
even more impressive growth,” the chinese leader added. 

the Forum, a joint initiative of Friends of Europe and the Mission of the People’s 
republic of china to the Eu, was held on 26 november, shortly after a summit 
in Beijing between Li and Eu leaders, where they adopted a 2020 strategic 
agenda calling for greater cooperation. the Eu and china are scheduled to start 
negotiations on an investment agreement, which Forum participants said could 
help deepen a relationship that is currently heavily focussed on trade.

in his keynote address to the Forum, herman van rompuy, President of the 
European council, called for more joint work in international security. “Our 
cooperation in this field has undoubtedly made progress in the last years,” 
he told the Forum, mentioning the recent iran nuclear negotiations, where 
china's support contributed to an interim agreement, as well as chinese navy 
cooperation in the fight against piracy off the coast of somalia. 

however, he said progress should be made in other areas. “More dialogue is 
necessary to continue communicating Eu positions on syria, on the arab spring 
process or even on actions in the sahel,” he said. “Joint cooperation in addressing 
african crises, in partnership with the african union (au) and the united nations 
(un), is undoubtedly an area where i hope we will be able to advance.”
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Booming trade contrasts with meagre investment between the Eu and china. 
From just €125 billion in 2002, Eu-china trade reached €434 billion in 2012. 
“On the contrary our investment relations are poor,” said João aguiar Machado, 
the European commission Deputy Director General for trade. “Eu investment in 
china represents 2% of Eu investment in the world. chinese investment in the 
Eu is 2 or 2.5% of the total investment the Eu receives.”

Greater investment would actually further boost trade, said vital Moreira, chair of 
the European Parliament's committee on international trade. “Most of trade is in 
companies, so modern trade should be based on investment,” he said.

the Eu-china relationship is evolving amid huge changes in china, which will also 
impact its external relations. Wang xiaochu, vice chairman of the Foreign affairs 
committee of the national People’s congress of china, said that the “chinese 
Dream” is an ongoing historical process, whose current focus is on prosperity 
and happiness. “china has set two goals,” he said: to double its GDP and per 
capital income between 2010 and 2020; and “to build china into a modernised 
socialist country which is prosperous, strong, democratic and harmonious.”

achieving these goals requires some careful rebalancing, said van rompuy – 
between consumption and investment; internal and external demand; the ecology 
and the economy. “the present model is not environmentally sustainable,” he 
said. “if left unchecked, it may endanger the quality of life and even the health of 
the chinese population.”

concrete activities – where Europe and china might be able to contribute to 
each other's well-being – were seen as crucial by Forum participants. Europe's 
experience of urbanisation could be useful for china, where hundreds of millions 
of people will likely move from to cities in coming years, raising challenges in 
transport, sanitation and water supply.

“Europe is seen as a good example – three-quarters of the population live in cities 
and there is harmony,” said Paula abreu-Marques head of unit responsible 
for Eu-china cooperation in the European commission Directorate General for 
Energy.
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at the same time, china presents new opportunities for Europe. “china needs 
to create new jobs, so we need European small- and medium-sized enterprises 
(sMEs) to contribute,” said Li tie , Director General of the china centre for urban 
Development of the national Development and reform commission (nDrc). 
“a lot of European sMEs would like to invest in china but do not understand 
chinese policies. so we should create some demonstration sites to show sMEs 
how to do this.”

though trade friction will inevitably crop up from time to time, participants said, 
this is the result of a strong trading relationship. “We do not see eye to eye on all 
issues, but we can manage these,” said David O'sullivan, chief Operating Officer 
of the European External action service (EEas). “agenda 2020 was not easy to 
negotiate, but it's a good basis for future cooperation.”

in conclusion, china and Europe could be moving away from a “them-and-us” 
relationship towards something much more useful, said Forum co-moderator 
Giles Merritt, secretary General of Friends of Europe.
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Zhang Lirong, Mission of the People's republic of china 
to the Eu
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Eu-china relations: the next ten 
years
“since its establishment 10 years ago, the china-Eu comprehensive strategic 
Partnership has made great strides and cooperation in various fields has yielded 
fruitful results,” chinese Premier Li Keqiang said in a special message sent to 
the third Europe-china Forum on november 26. “in the coming decade, china 
and the Eu will strengthen strategic mutual trust and embrace another decade 
of even more impressive growth,” Li said. 

china’s recent decision to deepen reform would lead the country to open up 
further, and trade facilitation – in particular for high-tech products – would 
contribute to the relationship, the chinese Premier underlined. “the third 
Plenum of the 18th central committee of the communist Party of china has 
made the arrangement for comprehensively deepening reform in china, which 
means china will continue to deepen its reform and opening-up,” the chinese 
leader added. 

Li's message was delivered to the Forum – co-organised by Friends of Europe 
and the Mission of the People’s republic of china to the European union (Eu) – 
several days after he had met Eu leaders in Beijing. 

in his keynote address to the Forum, Herman Van Rompuy, President of the 
European council, said china’s new leadership finds itself at a crossroads.  “after 
many years of rapid development at record-high yearly growth rates, millions of 
people have been lifted from poverty. at the same time the existing economic 
model needs to be re-examined and revised, if china is to continue on an 
equivalent path of growth and development over the coming decade,” he said.

“In the coming decade, china and the EU will 
strengthen strategic mutual trust and embrace 

another decade of even more 
impressive growth.”

Li Keqiang, Premier of the People's republic of china
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Eu is china's "partner in 
development"
the Eu is a “partner in development for china in a deeper sense than just a trade 
partner. We are a partner that will bring experience and knowledge. We are a 
partner whose economy contributes to world growth. a partner on which it is 
worthwhile investing. We are also increasingly seen as a partner for peace and 
stability,” said van rompuy.

“But, as china needs the Eu, the Eu also needs china. china is a major destination 
for Eu exports. it has contributed to sustain the euro during the recent financial 
crisis. it is a source of investment and it’s rapidly growing economy offers, and 
will continue to offer during the coming years, irreplaceable opportunities for 
economic expansion,” he underlined.

china also has to decide how best to use its increased capacity to influence world 
events, said van rompuy. “Our cooperation in this field has undoubtedly made 
progress in the last years,” he told the Forum, mentioning the recent iran nuclear 
negotiations, where china's support contributed to an interim agreement, as well 
as chinese naval cooperation in the fight against piracy off the coast of somalia. 

however, he said progress should be made in other areas. “More dialogue is 
necessary to continue communicating Eu positions on syria, on the arab spring 
process or even on actions in the sahel,” he said. “Joint cooperation in addressing 
african crises, in partnership with the african union (au) and the united nations 
(un), is undoubtedly an area where i hope we will be able to advance.”

“The EU is a partner in development for 
china in a deeper sense than just a trade 
partner.”

Herman Van Rompuy, European council President 
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the chinese Dream
in a special address to the Forum Wang Xiaochu, vice chairman of the Foreign 
affairs committee of the 12th national People's congress of china, talked of the 
chinese Dream and its impact on the Eu-china relationship. 

“it includes the prosperity of the country, the rejuvenation of the nation and the 
happiness of the people,” he underlined, adding that the ambition was to double 
china’s GDP and per capita income from 2010 to 2020 in order to establish 
a “well-off society in all aspects”. the ambition was also to build china “into 
a modernised socialist country which is prosperous, strong, democratic and 
harmonious and to catch up with moderately developed countries” by 2050.

concretely that means better education, more stable jobs, better income, more 
reliable social protection, better medical care, better living conditions and a 
cleaner beautiful environment. “it provides opportunities for chinese people to 
realise their individual dreams for a better life,” Wang said.

the chinese Dream means “opportunities for development and cooperation” 
in the Eu-china relationship, he said. a more prosperous china would have 
strong economic and trade links with the Eu. a more open china would provide 
broader platforms for the china-Eu comprehensive strategic Partnership and a 
more harmonious and stable china would be able to better respond to global 
challenges and safeguard regional and world peace. 

the “chinese Dream” is an on-going historical process, which Wang xiaochu 
traced back to the “bullying and oppression by the big powers” after the Opium 
Wars in 1840. since the start of reforms under Deng xiaoping in 1978, china has 

“The chinese Dream means opportunities for 
development and cooperation in the 

EU-china relationship.”

Wang Xiaochu, vice chairman of the Foreign affairs committee 
of the 12th national People's congress of china



achieved great material progress, he said: “the country has resolved the long-
standing problem of food and clothing supply, lifted over 200 million people out 
of poverty, universalised nine-year compulsory education and built up a social 
security system with 1.3 billion people in basic medical insurance and 800 million 
people in basic old-age insurance, which is the largest social security system in 
the world.” 

rebalancing of priorities
herman van rompuy told the Forum that achieving these goals required some 
careful rebalancing of priorities in china. “after many years of rapid development 
at record-high yearly growth rates, millions of people have been lifted from 
poverty,” he said. “at the same time, the existing economic model needs to be 
re-examined and revised, if china is to continue on an equivalent path of growth 
and development over the coming decade.” rebalancing is necessary between 
consumption and investment; internal and external demand; ecology and the 
economy. “the present model is not environmentally sustainable,” he said. “if left 
unchecked, it may endanger the quality of life and even the health of the chinese 
population.”

in addition, the chinese system of government needs to be adjusted, said van 
rompuy. “the rapid growth and the deep involvement of the administration in 
the economic life of the country has led to dysfunctional and corruption-related 
problems,” he said. “the state sector will remain important, but there is clear 
awareness that the market has to be given a greater role – the third Plenum 
foresaw 'a decisive role' – in guiding economic decisions. rule of law will need to 
be strengthened, while limiting government and administration direct involvement 
in the economic life of the nation.”

Ma Zhengang, vice chairman of the china Public Diplomacy association 
(cPDa), stressed that china was committed to peace, and is not trying to revive 
an old empire or establish a new hegemony. talking about the “chinese Dream” 
he said: “Even some people say that’s a dream of a vicious dragon. i think that’s 
a total misunderstanding. a very important precondition of the chinese Dream is 
a peaceful environment.”

16 Friends of Europe | third Europe-china Forum
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the Eu-china summit adopted a 2020 strategic agenda calling for greater 
cooperation in areas such as growth, security and the environment. the agenda 
aims to deepen links beyond the thriving trade relationship, which has developed 
to the point where the Eu is china's biggest trading partner and china is the Eu's 
second, after the united states. it opens an array of opportunities for greater 
Eu-china synergies including in areas such as green growth and urbanisation. 
two-way investment levels are still small, but negotiations towards an investment 
agreement are scheduled to start early in 2014, potentially laying the ground for 
more businesses to set up operations away from home. 

“A very important precondition of the chinese Dream
 is a peaceful environment.”

Ma Zhengang, vice chairman of the china Public Diplomacy association (cPDa)
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an active foreign policy
President xi Jinping is working to develop and reinforce old and new friendships 
and has already visited the us but also russia, india, southeast asia and 
countries in africa and Latin america. “this new leadership has a new style,” 
said Ruan Zongze, vice President of the china institute of international studies 
(ciis). “the leaders have a new vision for china’s foreign policy and it seems they 
have a global vision.”

china is also increasingly aware of the importance of trade routes, said ruan. 
these include the “silk road” economic belt in central asia, as well as a maritime 
version with southeast asia. “the fundamental point here is that china wants to 
share its opportunities with the neighbouring area. china has land borders with 
14 countries, so it has no choice: We have to cultivate better relationships in our 
immediate neighbourhood.”

ruan said it was necessary to remember the lessons of Europe a century ago. 
then, after several decades of technological and economic progress with few 
military conflicts, the First World War broke out, killing millions of people and 
destabilising the continent for decades afterwards. “Of course there are a lot of 
differences, but there are similarities to that time,” he said. “We should not take 
peace, stability and prosperity for granted.”

trade is the bedrock of the Eu-china relationship, as both sides need growth 
– whether this is the 7% or 8% annual increases that china needs to create 
sufficient new jobs, or the more modest goals of the euro zone. in 2003 bilateral 
trade was only $125.2 billion, but by 2012 it had grown to $546 billion, according 

“This new leadership has a new style.”

Ruan Zongze, vice President of the china institute of 
international studies (ciis)
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to chinese government figures. in 1985 china purchased its first airbus plane, 
but in 2012 this had increased, with over 800 airbus planes flying over mainland 
china. china ordered another 60 in 2013. 

Greater market opportunities for 
Europe
“the further expansion and development of the chinese economy, especially 
with its focus on expanding domestic demand, will provide greater market 
opportunities for European companies and give stronger impetus to our 
relationship in economy and trade,” said Wang Xiaochu, vice chairman of the 
Foreign affairs committee of the 12th national People's congress of china.  

new possibilities abound for increasing business relations, said christopher 
Dent, Professor in East asia's international Political Economy at Leeds 

“The further expansion and development of the chinese economy, 
especially with its focus on expanding domestic demand, will 

provide greater market opportunities for European companies and 
give stronger impetus to our relationship in economy and trade.”

Wang Xiaochu, vice chairman of the Foreign affairs committee 
of the 12th national People's congress of china
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university. in september a chinese container ship travelled for the first time from 
northeast china to rotterdam via the arctic Ocean, a much shorter route that 
the conventional one through the suez canal. “it's a very, very small volume of 
trade at the moment,” he said. “But that could be interesting in the longer term.”

More trade could also mean more trade friction, but there are signs that china and 
the Eu are finding ways to deal with this without jeopardising their relationship. 
“Problems arise from different perceptions of the realities in the world, from 
different historical and cultural backgrounds and from different priorities in our 
respective agendas,” said Zhang Yuanyuan, senior communication advisor 

“Problems arise from different perceptions of the realities in the 
world. But it is problems that force us to redouble our efforts to 
move our relations forward.”

Zhang Yuanyuan, senior communication advisor and Member of the Public Diplomatic 
advisory committee of china's Ministry of Foreign affairs
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and Member of the Public Diplomatic advisory committee of china's Ministry of 
Foreign affairs. “But it is problems that force us to redouble our efforts to move 
our relations forward. nothing should be allowed to stand in a way of stronger 
and closer partnership between china and the Eu.”

David O'Sullivan, chief Operating Officer of the European External action 
service (EEas), was optimistic too. “We do not see eye to eye on all issues, but 
we can manage these,” he said. “agenda 2020 was not easy to negotiate, but 
it's a good basis for future cooperation.” 

Boosting investments
Booming two-way trade contrasts with low levels of investment. From just 
€125 billion in 2002, Eu-china trade reached €434 billion in 2012. “On the 
contrary our investment relations are poor,” said João Aguiar Machado, Deputy 
Director General at the European commission Directorate General for trade. 
“Eu investment in china represents 2% of Eu investment in world. chinese 
investment in the Eu is 2% or 2.5% of the total investment the Eu receives.”

the low level of investment is not well understood, especially by Europeans, who 
can have an inflated view of china's overseas purchases, said André Loesekrug-
Pietri, cEO and Founding Managing Partner of a caPitaL. he recalled a cover 
of The Economist newspaper two years ago that featured an image of chairman 
Mao holding a fist full of dollars to illustrate that china was buying up the world. 
“this is totally wrong in numbers, but that’s the perception and i think this is the 
challenge that a lot of chinese firms face,” said Loesekrug-Pietri.

“Agenda 2020 was not easy to negotiate, but 
it's a good basis for future cooperation.”

David O'Sullivan, chief Operating Officer of the European 
External action service (EEas)
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however, many of the overseas mergers and acquisitions done by chinese firms 
have been in Europe. “What china needs today is transportation technology, 
air quality and water treatment,” he said. “these are areas where the leading, 
globally competitive clusters are mainly in Europe.” 

European companies could benefit if a future Eu-china investment agreement 
gives them more access to the chinese consumer market. though many of 
them have produced goods in china for a long time, the share of their revenues 
from china is still mostly single digit – with German car-maker audi a notable 
exception. “very few European companies have tapped into this huge domestic 
consumption market which is opening up,” said Loesekrug-Pietri. these factors 
create a strategic opportunity, he said: “i think there is a historic chance because 
there is an interest on both sides.”

 “What china needs today is transportation technology, air 
quality and water treatment. These are areas where the leading, 
globally competitive clusters are mainly in Europe.”

André Loesekrug-Pietri, cEO and Founding Managing Partner of a caPitaL
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not just about protection
a stronger investment relationship could do more than just boost the economic 
numbers. it could also consolidate the wider relationship. “When you trade, 
you export and you import from a distance,” said Machado. “When you invest 
you take a direct stake in the other country and its society, so it becomes a 
much closer relation. so if we reinforce our investment relations, it will have a 
tremendous impact in bringing our overall relations with china closer.”

the investment treaty would not, however, be just about investment protection, 
said Machado. Only one of the 28 Eu member states – ireland – still does not 
have a bilateral investment treaty with china, so there would be little point in 
simply replacing the 27 existing investment protection treaties with a single Eu 
version. “What is missing is greater access to chinese markets and opportunities 
to invest across the board there,” he said. “there are some sectors that have 
been protected. and on the chinese side, there are certainly opportunities to 
increase investments in Europe.”

Greater investment would also further boost trade, said Vital Moreira, chair of 
the European Parliament's committee on international trade. currently, the Eu's 
trade relations with its two biggest partners are completely different, he said. 
Most trade between the Eu and the us is inter-corporate, based on outward 
investments made by us and European companies. us companies export 
components from america to their European units, and then export their final 
products to the us – or the other way round.

“If we reinforce our investment relations, it 
will have a tremendous impact in bringing 

our overall relations with china closer.”

João Aguiar Machado, European commission 
Deputy Director General for trade
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“none of this happens with china because the investment flows are so low,” said 
Moreira. “so our trade flow with china is very traditional. We need to modernise 
it, and that’s why investment should be at the basis of our trade relations with 
china. Modern trade should be based on investment.”

European Parliament wants Eu-china  
investment treaty
this is one reason that the European Parliament – often very critical of china over 
trade relations – has been enthusiastic about a potential investment deal. since 
the Lisbon treaty came into effect in 2009, trade agreements and legislation 
must pass through the European Parliament and it has tended to be critical 
of china over trade, often citing unfair trading practices, poor enforcement of 
intellectual property rights and environmental standards and weaknesses in the 
rule of law and human rights. “however, when we learned that the commission.

"Our trade flow with china is very traditional. We need to 
modernise it, and that’s why investment should be at the basis of 
our trade relations with china."

Vital Moreira, chair of the European Parliament's committee on international trade
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had decided to launch negotiations for an investment agreement with china, the 
Parliament came out strongly in support,” said Moreira.

that said, the Eu-china relationship will not be able to match those of the us 
with Eu and with china for geographic reasons, Moreira said. “the Pacific is also 
an american ocean,” he said. “We have only the atlantic Ocean.” however, he 
said, Europe was still engaging with asia, completing a free-trade agreement 
with south Korea and negotiating with Japan and india 

after spending years trying to join the World trade Organization (WtO) and then, 
after entry, bringing itself in line with WtO rules, china now finds itself uninvolved 
in the world's two biggest trade-boosting projects: the transatlantic trade and 
investment Partnership (ttiP) being negotiated by the Eu and the us and the 
trans-Pacific Partnership (tPP) in which a large number of asia-Pacific countries 
are either involved in or have expressed interest in – including the us, canada, 
chile, Japan and much of southeast asia. 

the Eu, for its part, is trying to seal an array of Free trade agreements (Fta) around 
the world. “at the beginning i think china preferred multilateral mechanisms such 
as the WtO,” said cheng Weidong, Professor at the European studies institute 
of the chinese academy of social sciences (cass). “if Ftas or regionalism are 
the future trend, i think Europe will play a more important role in that process.”

china and the cEE states
china, meanwhile, has caused unease in some European capitals by pursuing a 
separated cooperation agenda - through Economic and trade Forum meetings- 
with 16 countries from central and Eastern Europe (cEE), the so-called “16 plus 
1”. in a visit to Poland last april, then-Prime Minister Wen Jiabao announced $10 
billion credit line to support chinese investment in the region. at the most recent 
meeting, in november 2013 in Bucharest, current Prime Minister Li proposed 
to double the trade volume between china and cEE countries within five years, 
plan a group of big joint infrastructure projects and boost corporate investment. 

the meetings have raised suspicions that the eastern European states are trying 
to get round the Eu framework or that china is playing groups of member states 
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off against the Eu. however, this is not a formal arrangement and should not clash 
with the Eu's policies towards china or the framework for Eu-china relations, 
said Justyna Szczudlik-Tatar, analyst at the international Economic relations 
and Global issues Programme of the Polish institute of international affairs. the 
main thing the countries have in common is that they have longer diplomatic 
relations with china than western European countries, as they recognised the 
People's republic in 1949. in addition, their time spent in the soviet bloc slowed 
their economic progress, so they now tend to have lower wages than Western 
Europe. 

Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European council, Zhang Yuanyuan, senior communication 
advisor and Member of the Public Diplomatic advisory committee of china's Ministry of Foreign af-
fairs, cheng Weidong, Professor at the European studies institute of the chinese academy for social 
sciences and Ma Zhengang, vice chairman of the china Public Diplomacy association 
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But the 16 countries are very different from each other, said szczudlik-tatar. 
“they range geographically from the Baltic through central Europe to the 
Balkans and are at different stages of economic development. they do not have 
a common policy towards china but are focused on pursuing their individual 
bilateral relations with china, making them to some extent competitors.” she also 
said china's economic pledges, such as the credit line, were not that significant. 

“it's more a political declaration than a real economic offer,” she said. “the 
summit is kind of a place when 16 bilateral dialogues are held. so practically, it's 
a venue for annual meetings between prime ministers from those countries and 
the chinese Prime Minister. For us this is very convenient.”

One reason for the initiative might be the Eu's Lisbon treaty framework, which 
gave the union a single president – van rompuy at present – and did away with 
the old system, where the Eu President was the head of government of the 
country holding Eu's six-month rotating presidency. 

"The Summit is kind of a place when 16 bilateral 
dialogues are held."

Justyna Szczudlik-Tatar, analyst at the international Economic relations and 
Global issues Programme of the Polish institute of international affairs
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no worries
O'sullivan said he was “fairly relaxed” about the 16 plus 1. “the Eu is what it is. 
We are not a state. We are in an intermediate stage of development between 
an international organisation and some new form of supra-national,” he said. 
“We have difficulty ourselves defining it to our own citizens sometimes. i am not 
surprised that our strategic partners want to hedge their bets by not only having 
good relations with Brussels but also having good relations with our member 
states. this is nothing new. it was said that china is not trying to divide and 
rule. Well, it would be the first strategic partner that didn’t try to do that because 
most of our strategic partners have been doing this as a strategy for many, many 
years, hedging their bets.

For its part, china is undergoing changes in the responsibilities assigned to 
different layers and divisions of government, something that could also affect the 
way Europe and china interact. “in the beginning in china, the system was that 
everything was paid for by the central government leaving the local governments 
doing nothing,” said Zhang. “Later on, the local government was asked by the 
central government to do an increasing number of jobs on behalf of the central 
government, but the taxation system remained pretty much unchanged. this 
meant local governments had great difficulty in meeting their financial burdens. 
so in the latest reform package includes reforms in the area of taxation powers 
and areas of competence.”

Evolving relations
the Eu-china relationship is evolving amid massive changes inside china, which 
will also impact its external relations. “i think what absolutely struck most of us 
from the Eu delegation to Beijing was the style of the new leadership, which is 
much more spontaneous and much more self-confident,” said O'sullivan. the 
full implications of the third Plenum have yet to sink in for outsiders, he said, “but 
it’s clearly taken some very, very important decisions.”

concrete activities – where Europe and china might be able to contribute to each 
other's well-being – were seen as crucial by Forum participants. 
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Policies to smooth the progress of urbanisation are a key priority, said Wang 
xiaochu, as chinese cities would in coming years need to absorb 600 million 
people migrating from the countryside. at present, 53% of the chinese population 
lives in cities, but this is expected to reach 60% in 2020 and peak at 70% in 
2030. that makes it necessary to generate 25 million new urban jobs each year 
and to provide adequate transport, sanitation and water supply. “While chinese 
society is full of vitality, it also faces challenges and more conflicts of interest 
between different social groups,” he said. 

“I think what absolutely struck most of us from the EU delegation 
to Beijing was the style of the new leadership, which is much 

more spontaneous and much more self-confident.”

David O'Sullivan, chief Operating Officer of the European External action service (EEas)
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sustainable urbanisation
Europe's experience of urbanisation could be useful for china, several participants 
said. this could cover mobility, water and the efficient use of resources, as well 
as a range of concerns from environmental protection to cultural heritage. in 
2012, leaders established the china-Eu Partnership on urbanisation and then 
held the first china-Eu Mayors' Forum.

“Europe is seen as a good example – three-quarters of the population live in cities 
and there is harmony,” said Paula Abreu-Marques, head of unit responsible 
for Eu-china cooperation in the European commission Directorate General 
for Energy. “Of course, not everything has been positive but it is also possible 
to learn from our mistakes. so this is an area where Europe and china have 
decided to make a big effort together.”

city-to-city cooperation is also being encouraged. twelve cities from Europe 
and 12 from china have signed up to pairing agreements that will lead to pilot 
projects, said abreu-Marques. “this is another vehicle for European companies 
to enter the chinese market,” she said.

“Europe is seen as a good example – three-quarters of the 
population live in cities and there is harmony.”

Paula Abreu-Marques, head of unit responsible for Eu-china cooperation in the 
European commission Directorate General for Energy
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indeed, said cheng Weidong, joint cooperation on cities could be an opportunity 
for European companies to profit from their technology, as they are widely 
considered to be leaders in renewable energy, low-energy buildings and the 
treatment of water and waste. “We all know that Europe has a lot of experience, 
skills and technology in urbanisation area,” he said. “so there is a large potential 
area of cooperation.”

some European companies – and not just in the urbanisation field – might need 
help to navigate the chinese business scene, said Li Tie, Director General of the 
china centre for urban Development of the national Development and reform 
commission (nDrc). “china needs to create new jobs, so we need European 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (sMEs) to contribute,” he said. “a lot of 
European sMEs would like to invest in china but do not understand chinese 
policies. so we should create some demonstration sites to show sMEs how to 
do this.”

“We all know that Europe has a lot of 
experience, skills and technology in 

urbanisation area. So there is a 
large potential area of cooperation.”

cheng Weidong, Professor at the European  studies instirtute of 
the chinese academy for social  sciences (cass)

“china needs to create new jobs, so we 
need European small- and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) to contribute.”

Li Tie, Director General of the china centre for urban 
Development of the national 
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Energy cooperation
Energy is another big challenge for china, in particular given its current heavy 
reliance on carbon-based fuels. Because china needs to import all its gas and 
oil, it relies a lot on coal, which it has in abundance for the time being, said 
Ma Zhengang. “We know that’s not the best choice,” he said. “the chinese 
government has taken a lot of measures to reduce pollution but it takes time.”

currently china generates just 2% of its electricity from nuclear power, compared 
to 75% for France and 19% for the us but, according to christopher Dent, 
china – along with south Korea – has the world's most ambitious nuclear energy 
programme. 

Most remarkable is china's expansion of wind power, which is unparalleled in the 
world. helped by its large surface area and long coastline, china in 2010 became 
the largest wind energy provider worldwide, and it now has more capacity to 
generate electricity by wind than it does nuclear capacity. china is also investing 
heavily in solar power, hydropower and biomass – plant-based products used 
to produce energy. 

“the challenges are enormous but i think we are going in the right direction,” said 
Dent. “if you look at investment levels in green and renewable energy, the two 
leaders are china and Europe.”

Public diplomacy
china has become increasingly aware of its image around the world, and has 
been working hard at public diplomacy.

Mainly it has invested in the past years in building the “hardware” of public 
diplomacy, said Ingrid d'Hooghe, senior research associate at clingendael 
in the netherlands. it has expanded its media presence around the world, 
established many confucius institutes and set up people-to-people dialogues 
and student exchanges. “i think now china is ready to take the next step and 
improve on the software of public diplomacy,” she said – “improve the quality of 
its messages; improve the quality of the programs.”
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Public diplomacy is important because china is different from many of the 
countries and regions that it deals with in its historical background, cultural identity 
and political system. “chinese leaders often complain they are misunderstood, 
and i think they are right,” said d'hooghe.  the best way to produce messages 
that appeal to a foreign or European public is to formulate them jointly. Often, 
dialogues consist of a European participant talking, a chinese participant talking 

“If you look at investment levels in green and renewable energy, 
the two leaders are china and Europe.”

christopher Dent, Professor in East asia's international 
Political Economy at Leeds university
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and then each goes their own way. “instead of a chinese participant writing an 
op-ed and a European participant writing an op-ed, maybe they could write 
an op-ed together,” she said. “i think there are many creative ideas to really 
collaborate and improve the impact of people-to-people dialogues.”

there are some relatively simple things that china could do better.  For example, 
the chinese government's report on the third Plenum had not been posted on 
its website in an official English language translation, something that would have 
helped non-chinese better understand Beijing's thinking. 

transparency creates trust
chinese business leaders could improve their image by being more open to 
foreign media, said Loesekrug-Pietri. “We co-invest with chinese groups, i am 
permanently harassed by journalists who tell me they would like to interview the 
chairman of our partner in shanghai or Beijing,” he said. “i keep having the same 
answer that these chinese groups are not available for interviews.”

“china is ready to take the next step and improve on the 
software of public diplomacy, improve the quality of its 
messages; improve the quality of the programs.”

Ingrid d'Hooghe, senior research associate at clingendael in the netherlands
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this would also help china buy foreign companies. volvo – which was bought in 
2009 by Zhejiang Geely – was available for purchase fairly easily, he said. “But 
when you are looking at companies that have a lot of value and technology and 
that are profitable, there is a lot of competition in Europe from local investors,” he 
said. “the story is the same everywhere – that between a foreign investor and a 
local investor, there is a human tendency to privilege the local one. you feel more 
comfortable, you speak the same language.”

he said the heads of big chinese enterprises should go to the media more and 
talk – about their strategies, financing, and also what kind of a person they are. 
“they will create huge trust because transparency creates trust,” he said. “i think 
this is a very big message that probably the central government or entrepreneurs' 
associations can really push, and say, 'it's not just about a cheque book.' if you 
want to invest in Europe, you will need to disclose much more who you are, what 
you want to do and what is your strategy. this will make chinese firms much 
more acceptable, i think.”

Get to know china better
Europeans too should make more effort to get to know china, said O'sullivan. 
“We have a much deeper and richer common cultural heritage with the united 
states,” he said. “there are deep family personal ties there which go back a 
long way even if we have to recognise that the changing demographics of the 
us mean that cannot be taken for granted. We have nothing comparable in our 
relations with china and i do think there that the obligation is rather on Europe 
frankly to understand better our place in a changing world.”

Often, the rest of the world has been damaged in some way by Europeans, so 
they know quite a lot about Europe, he said. to redress the balance, changes 
should be made to language and history education, he said. “i think we need a 
little bit of humility on our side to recognise that we actually have to be the ones 
to reach out and understand better the culture, history, and perspective of the 
countries with whom we are going to share this planet.”
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annEx i – Programme
INTRODUCTORY SESSION

introductory address by Herman Van Rompuy, European council President  
special address by Wang Xiaochu,  vice chairman of the Foreign affairs committee 
of the 12th national People’s congress of china (nPc)

SESSION I
Europe and the chinese dream

President xi Jinping’s talk of the “chinese dream” has galvanised the chinese public, 
encouraging people across the country to think bigger and better. the catchy – and 
deliberately vague - slogan has also prompted worldwide curiosity. as china and 
the Eu mark ten years of their strategic partnership and reflect on the next decade, 
how should Europe interpret the chinese dream? can Europe help china’s leaders 
turn their ambitions of domestic growth and development into reality? how will 
President xi’s vision of peace, happiness and prosperity impact on china’s domestic 
economic environment, trade and business relations and global engagement? is 
the chinese dream exclusively about domestic growth and development or a more 
inclusive concept with implications for Europe and European business? Given its 
experience and know-how, can Europe help china tackle the public’s key “quality of 
life” aspirations (and dreams) in areas such as sustainable urbanisation, air pollution, 
food safety and environmental preservation? can European exporters and investors 
hope to operate in a more open business environment? Do the new leaders plan to 
speed up economic reforms, boost domestic demand and revamp the unsustainable 
domestic investment-driven export model? Will the chinese dream enhance china’s 
“soft power” on the global stage?

Paula Abreu-Marques head of unit responsible for Eu-china cooperation at
   the European commission Directorate General for Energy
cheng Weidong  Professor at the European studies institute of the chinese
   academy for social sciences (cass)
christopher Dent  Professor in East asia's international Political Economy
   at Leeds university
Li Tie   Director General of the china centre for urban 
   Development of the national Development and 
   reform commission (nDrc)   
Ma Zhengang  vice chairman of the china Public Diplomacy association
   (cPDa) 
Vital Moreira MEP  chair of the European Parliament’s committee  
   on international trade
co-moderated by Giles Merritt, secretary General of Friends of Europe, and Shada 
Islam, Director of Policy at Friends of Europe
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SESSION II
Europe, china and the brave new world

Eu-china relations have waxed and waned since they sealed an ambitious “strategic 
partnership” in 2003. relations were upbeat last year as Eu and chinese leaders 
launched an urbanization partnership, established people-to-people ties and agreed 
to negotiate a bilateral investment treaty. as Eu and china mark ten years of their 
strategic partnership, what can be done to put Eu-china relations on a stronger 
footing? can china and the Eu ensure that their trade disputes do not poison 
overall relations? is china right to be concerned about the transatlantic trade 
and investment Partnership? how does china’s pursuit of stronger relations with 
Germany and some other Eu member states impact on Eu-china ties? can the Eu 
and china meet the challenge of forging a new, 21st century political and economic 
relationship based on mutual trust and respect? are Brussels and Beijing investing 
enough time and energy into their “strategic” relationship? can more be done to 
boost practical cooperation in areas such as development policy, global governance, 
cyber security and climate change? can the Eu support a stronger role for china 
in global agendasetting and is china ready to take on more global responsibilities? 
What can be done to further boost Eu-china people-to-people contacts?

João Aguiar Machado Deputy Director General at the European commission
   Directorate General for trade
Ingrid d’Hooghe  senior research associate at clingendael, 
   the netherlands
André Loesekrug-Pietri Founder of a caPitaL
David O’Sullivan  chief Operating Officer of the European External
    action service (EEas)
Ruan Zongze  vice President of the china institute of international
   studies (ciis)
Justyna Szczudlik-Tatar analyst at the international Economic relations 
   and Global issues Programme of the Polish institute 
   of international affairs, Poland
Zhang Yuanyuan  senior communication advisor and Member of 
   Public Diplomatic advisory committee of china's 
   Ministry of Foreign affairs

co-moderated by Giles Merritt, secretary General of Friends of Europe, and  Shada 
Islam, Director of Policy at Friends of Europe
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in Professional training, European commission, 
Directorate General for Enterprise and industry

Karl Peter Schön, head of Department & scientific 
Director, Federal Office for Building and regional 
Planning, Germany 

Stefanie Seedig, counsellor, cOasi Delegate, 
Permanent representation of Germany to the Eu 

Anita Sek, researcher on Eu External action, trans 
European Policy studies association (tEPsa) 

Dmitry Semenov, First secretary, Mission of the 
russian Federation to the Eu 

Ana Maria Serban, General secretary, European 
Development Platform (EDP) 

Pedro Serrano, Principal advisor on External 
affairs, European council 

Ivanna Silva, First secretary, Mission of argentina 
to the Eu 

Francis Snyder, Professor of Law and co-Director 
and Jean Monnet Professor ad personam, Peking 
university school of transnational Law

Ronghua Song, General secretary, china Public 
Diplomacy association 

Xinning Song, Jean Monnet chair ad Personam, 
renmin university of china centre for Europan 
studies

George ciprian Stanciu, student, université Libre 
de Bruxelles (uLB) 

Dinos Stasinopoulos, Former Ec Official

Pawel Stelmaszcyk, advisor, European Mobility 
network, European commission, Directorate 
General for Mobility and transport

Jim T.W Stoopman, Programme coordinator, 
European institute for asian studies (Eias) 

Mingxi Sun, First secretary, Mission of the People's 
republic of china to the Eu 

Leo Sun, President of the European Public affairs 
and communications Office, huawei technologies 
Réka Szántó, Manager international iP and trade, 
European Federation of Pharmaceutical industries 
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and associations (EFPia) 
Szabolcs Tapaszto, Policy specialist (asia), 
European Parliament 

Jenny Theresia Permatasari, Masters student, 
university of antwerp Management school (uaMs) 

Felix Theus, student, university of antwerp 
Management school (uaMs) 

Tina Tsai, Eu Public relations and communications 
Manager, huawei technologies 

Andrey Tsyvov, second secretary, Mission of the 
russian Federation to the Eu 

Richard Turcsanyi, visiting Fellow, European 
institute for asian studies (Eias) 

Alberto Turkstra, Programme coordinator, 
European institute for asian studies (Eias) 

cristiana Tzika, First secretary, Permanent 
representation of cyprus to the Eu 

Takako Ueta, Professor, international christian 
university, Department of Politics and international 
studies

Waltraut Urban, Freelance Economist, austrian 
institute for research on china and southeast asia 

Guy Van Haeverbeke, honorary secretary General 
& Member of the Board, trans European Policy 
studies association (tEPsa) 

Bavo Van Kerrebroeck, student, university of 
antwerp Management school (uaMs) 

Hannes Van Raemdonck, Eu Public affairs 
Manager, huawei technologies 

Herman Van Rompuy, President, European council 

Robert F. Vandenplas, Managing Director, 
Belgoprocess 

Ummugulsum Varli, commercial counsellor, 
Mission of turkey to the Eu 

Sanja Vasic, secretary, center for international 
Economic relations, Belgrade chamber of 
commerce 

Daniel Verheyden, attaché asia Desk, Brussels 
invest & Export 

Laura Vermeer, Junior researcher, European 
institute for asian studies (Eias) 

Jan von Herff, senior Manager, trade & industry 
Policy, BasF 

Ekaterini Vourka, Linguist administrator, council 
of the European union, crisis Management and 
Planning Directorate (cMPD)
Yushen Wang, correspondent, Jiefang Daily 

Ruiping Wang, Fellow, université Libre de Bruxelles 
(uLB) 

Qiong Wang, First secretary, Mission of the 
People's republic of china to the Eu 

Linxia Wang, First secretary, Press and 
communications, Mission of the People's republic 
of china to the Eu 

Robert Weaver, Managing Partner, syllion 

Thomas Wiley, head of sector, regional 
Programmes in asia, European commission, 
Directorate General for Development and 
cooperation - Europeaid (DEvcO)

Jessica Williams, research and Editorial assistant, 
Madariaga - college of Europe Foundation 

Manharsinh Yadav, second secretary, Mission of 
india to the Eu 

Hengyuan Yan, chief correspondent, china 
Economic Daily 

Min Yan, coordinator, china-Europa Forum 

Tuo Yannan, reporter, china Daily 

Mingdeng Yi, Brussels correspondent, Beijing Daily 

Zifen Yu, correspondent, People's Daily European 
center

Xichao Yu, researcher, European institute for asian 
studies (Eias) 

Serena Yu, second secretary, taipei representative 
Office to the Eu & Belgium 

Qianwen Yu, student, university of antwerp 
Management school (uaMs) 

claude Zanardi, Post Graduate research student, 
King's college London, Department of War studies

Lei Zhang, assistant Professor, vrije universiteit 
Brussel (vuB), institute of contemporary china 
studie

Xinghui Zhang, Brussels Bureau chief, china youth 
Daily 

Lirong Zhang, chargé d'affaires, Mission of the 
People's republic of china to the Eu 
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Yuanyuan Zhang, Former ambassador, Embassy of 
china to Belgium 

Jiaming Zhang, Law clerk, Jones Day 

Jingyuan Zhang, student, university of antwerp 
Management school (uaMs) 

Jie Zhang, correspondent, People's Daily, 
European center

Jixi Zhuang, student, université Paris sorbonne 
Paris iv, Département affaires Européennes

Joe Zou, Eu Public affairs Manager, huawei 
technologies 
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